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1 Syntactic phrases

A syntactic phrase is a syntactic unit that consists of one or more words. We’ll assume here that
the major word classes project phrases. By ‘major’ word classes, we mean the lexical (N, V, A,
Adv, P) as opposed to functional word classes (Det, Conj, Comp, Aux).

Each syntactic phrase has a head.

• The head of a noun phrase (NP) is a noun.

• The head of a verb phrase (VP) is a verb.

• The head of an adjective phrase (AP) is an adjective.

• The head of an adverb phrase (AdvP) is an adverb.

• The head of a prepositional phrase (PP) is a preposition.

2 Constituents

The smallest syntactic unit of a sentence is a word. Larger units are phrases. A sentence (S) is
of course also a unit. These units are constituents of a sentence. Each word is a constituent, each
phrase is a constituent, and the sentence itself (S) is a constituent.

(1) Mary saw the cat.

(2) [[[Mary]] [[saw][[the][cat]]]]

(3) [S[NP [N Mary]] [V P [V saw][NP [Det the][N cat]]]]

Sometimes one might want to show a simplified representation. For example, one may decide that
it is unnecessary (in a given situation) to bracket the individual words. (Note that Mary is the
only word in the NP.)

(4) [S[NP Mary] [V P saw [NP the cat]]]

An alternative notation to bracketing notation is the syntactic tree (phrase marker, phrase struc-
ture tree).
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(5) S

NP VP

N V NP

Mary saw det N

the cat

Phrase markers represent the hierarchical structure and linear order of sentences.

3 Constituency tests

If you have trouble determining whether or not a string of words form a constituent, you can try
constituency tests, some of which are outlined below. These tests are rules of thumb. If a test fails,
the string of words you are considering could still be a constituent.

Ungrammatical examples are marked with an asterisk *. Linguists call it a ‘star’ and some-
times talk about ‘starred’ examples. Remember that we are doing descriptive, not prescriptive,
linguistics.

3.1 Meaningful unit

If the words form a meaningful unit; that is, they make sense together, then they are likely to form
a constituent. Consider example (1). The words the cat form a constituent, the words saw the do
not.

3.2 Movement

If a string of words can undergo movement or displacement within the sentence, they form a
constituent.

(6) (a) Jane kicked our very small rocks.

(b) Our very small rocks, Jane kicked.

(c) *Very small rocks, Jane kicked our.

(d) *Small rocks, Jane kicked our very.

Note that small rocks can be a constituent, but it is not in (6d). The words small rocks form a
constituent in Jane kicked small rocks.

Not all constituents can be fronted like the phrases above:

(7) *Kicked our very small rocks, Jane.

The words kicked our very small rocks form a VP constituent in (6a), yet (7) is ungrammatical.
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3.3 Wh-questions

A wh-question is a question that starts with what linguists call a wh-word (what, who, which, why,
when, how).1

If a group of words can be changed into a wh-word or wh-phrase, then it is a constituent.

(8) • That costumer likes to give flattering compliments to his friends.

(a) Who likes to give flattering compliments to his friends?
[that constumer is a constituent]

(b) Who does that costumer like to give flattering compliments to?
[his friends is a constituent]

(c) Which friends does that costumer like to give flattering compliments to?
[his friends is a constituent (which friends is a wh-phrase)]

(d) What does that costumer like to give to his friends?
[flattering compliments is a constituent]

3.4 Coordination

If two groups of words can be coordinated (conjoined), they are probably constituents.

(9) (a) Karen likes [grey cats] and [brown dogs].

(b) Karen likes to [eat pizza] and [drink juice].

3.5 Pro-forms

If a string of words can be replaced by a pro-form (a pronoun, for example), then it is a constituent.

3.5.1 Pronouns

Pronouns can replace NPs.

(10) (a) Jane saw the black cat.

(b) Jane saw it.

(c) *Jane saw the it.

(11) (a) The happy man saw the black cat.

(b) He saw the black cat.

3.5.2 ‘Pro-VPs’

so, as, do so can be replace VPs

(12) (a) Jimmy may [leave early] and so may Timmy.

(b) Jimmy may [leave early], as may Timmy.

(13) Janet ate cookies before dinner and Mary did so, too.
1Another type of question is a yes/no-question; that is, a question which demands a yes or a no as an answer.

Example: Did you eat yet?
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3.5.3 ‘Pro-PP’

Then can function as a pro-PP if the PP is a time expression. There can function as a pro-PP if
the PP is a place expression.

(14) (a) John left [at 2 PM]

(b) John left then.

(15) (a) Kate lives [in a house].

(b) Kate lives there.

3.5.4 ‘Pro-Adjective’

The word such can sometimes function as a ‘pro-adjective’.

(16) (a) Jimmy likes flowery trousers.

(b) Sue doesn’t like such trousers.

4 Phrase markers

All words and phrases that belong to the same constituent should be under a single node. The
structures below are examples of phrase markers (= phrase structure trees).

(17) S

NP VP

Det N V PP

the art student looked P NP

at Det AP N

the AdvP A painting

Adv beautiful

very

(18) S

NP Aux VP

Det N PP is V

The girl P NP winning

with Det N

a feather
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(19) S

NP VP

N V NP

She left DET N

that night

• Looking at (19), you may have the intuition that that night is an adverb. It’s not: that

is clearly a determiner and night is clearly a noun. However, [NP that night] functions
as a modifier (adjunct, sometimes called adverbial) in this clause. Adverbs often function
as modifiers, but that doesn’t mean there is a one-to-one mapping between adverbs and
modifiers. This illustrates how important it is to separate between the function and category
of a syntactic element when you analyze a sentence.

Another example of a phrase structure tree. I list the phrases first:

(20) That very happy lawyer likes long snakes with stripes.

• NP: that very happy lawyer

• AP: very happy

• AdvP: very

• VP: likes long snakes with stripes

• NP: long snakes with stripes

• AP: long

• PP: with stripes

• NP: stripes

(21) S

NP VP

DET AP N V NP PP

That AdvP A lawyer likes AP N P NP

Adv happy A snakes with N

very long stripes
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5 Structural ambiguity

(22) The child tickled that lady with a feather.

Example (22) is ambiguous. One interpretation is that the lady had or held the feather. The
other interpretation is that the child used a feather to tickle the lady; the tickling was done with
a feather.

In the first reading, with a feather modifies the NP headed by lady. The structure which
represents this reading has the PP attached to the NP headed by lady, structure (23a).

In the second reading, with a feather modifies the VP; the PP tells us how the action was
performed. The structure which represents this meaning has the PP attached to the VP headed
by tickled, structure (23b).

(23) (a) S

NP VP

Det N V NP

the child tickled Det N PP

that lady P NP

with Det N

a feather

(b) S

NP VP

Det N V NP PP

the child tickled Det N P NP

that lady with Det N

a feather

A node α that is directly above (and connected with a line to) a node β is called the mother of
β. Conversely, a node β that is directly beneath a node α is called the daughter of α. In (23b), S
is the mother of the NP ‘the child’ and the VP. Two nodes that have the same mother are called
sisters. In (23a), the VP is a sister of the NP ‘the child’ and a mother of the NP ‘that lady’.

6 Phrase structure rules

We haven’t talked about phrase structure rules in class and I don’t expect you to read this section,
but you can if you want to.
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Languages may differ in word order. For example, in some languages, the verb comes first in
the VP (e.g., English), and in some languages, the verb comes last in the VP (e.g., Japanese). A
phrase structure rule (PSR) generalizes over the phrase markers in a language. PSRs can be used
in order to describe or state formally the order of constituents within a given phrase.

6.1 General notes about PSRs

In English, the subject precedes the VP. In other words, the subject NP precedes the VP within
S:

(24) S → NP VP

The phrase structure rule in (24) describes (‘generates’) the structure in (25):

(25) S

NP VP

You may want to state that S must have a subject NP daughter and a VP daughter, but you may
want to avoid saying anything about the order of the NP and the VP. This is accomplished with
a comma:

(26) S → NP, VP

The phrase structure rule in (26) describes both structures in (27):

(27) (a) S

NP VP

(b) S

VP NP

Our rule in (24) is incomplete, because an S can contain an Aux and a Comp.2 The Aux is not
always present, and we can indicate this in our rule with parentheses:

(28) S → (Comp) NP (Aux) VP

The rule in (28) states that an S takes an NP daughter followed by a VP daughter. Furthermore,
the NP is optionally preceded by a Comp(lementizer), and the NP and the VP optionally has an
Aux between them. Note that PSRs only contain information about what nodes are immediately
attached to (‘immediately dominated by’) the mother node (the mother node is the node to the
left of the arrow). To the right of the arrow, we only find nodes that are directly under the mother
node. For example, (28) doesn’t say anything about what is potentially contained within the
subject NP. We need a separate NP rule for that.

The phrase structure rule for English NPs would be:

2In fact, a sentence may contain more than one Aux, as in ‘Jane has been walking for a long time now.’ We’re

abstracting away from that here, but this can be accomplished by listing the desired number of Aux in parentheses,

or by the Kleene star notation that will be discussed below.
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(29) NP → (Det) (AP) N (PP)

Again, the parentheses indicate optionality. The rule in (29) assumes that several adjectives
modifying the same noun are coordinated (possibly without a conjunction like and) under a single
AP. One may argue that the APs are all attached under the NP. A more appropriate NP rule
would then be (30):

(30) NP → (Det) AP* N (PP)

The * (‘Kleene star’) means ‘zero or more’. A + (‘Kleene plus’) means ‘one or more’.

6.2 Phrase structure across languages

Consider the Ika data in (31–32):3

(31) José

José
guiadžina

puma
wasana.

chase

‘José chased a puma.’

(32) tigriseP

jaguar
ťsinu

pig
k2gana

ate

‘A jaguar ate a pig.’

The data reveal that the subject precedes the VP in Ika (just like in English) and the object
precedes the V (unlike in English). This is captured by the following two phrase structure rules:

(33) S → NP VP

(34) VP → NP V

Now, you may realize that there is probably more to say about Ika. For example, it may be possible
to include an Aux within the S. Also, the NP in the VP may be optional, and it is probably possible
to include more nodes than a single NP inside the VP. However, the rules in (33–34) capture what
can be determined based on (33–34) alone.

Let’s consider one further Ika example:

(35) Abrandi

Abran.topicalizer
JuanseP

Juan.locative
kafé

coffee
aPbe

deliver
wžin

auxiliary

‘Abran delivered coffee to Juan.’

We see in (35) that an Ika S can indeed contain an Aux, and we furthermore see that the Aux
follows the VP. We must therefore revise our PSR rule in (33) as (36):

(36) S → NP VP (Aux)

Example (35) further tells us that Ika VPs can contain two NPs. Let’s revise (34) as (37):

(37) VP → NP (NP) V

It doesn’t matter which NP is made optional (we are not worried about the roles or functions of
the individual NPs here).

The VP in the English translation of (35) contains an NP and a PP instead of two NPs. That
is not relevant to rule (37), which describes Ika, not English.

3Ika is spoken by a few thousand people in Colombia. It is a Chibchan language.
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